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Abstract. In this paper, we study p-adic q-integral on Zp and give the integral equa-
tions related to p-adic q-integral. From these integral equations, we derive some interest-
ing Witt’s formulae related to Bernoulli and Euler numbers.
1. Introduction
Let p be a fixed odd prime. Throughout Zp, Qp and Cp will respectively denote
the rings of p-adic integers, the fields of p-adic numbers and the completion of of the
algebraic closure of Qp. For d a fixed positive integer with (p, d) = 1, let
X = Xd = lim←−
N
Z/dpN , X1 = Zp,
X∗ =
⋃
0<a<dp
(a,p)=1
a+ dpZp,
a+ dpNZp = {x ∈ X | x ≡ a (mod dp
N )},
where a ∈ Z lies in 0 ≤ a < dpN , (cf. [1], [2]).
The p-adic absolute value in Cp is normalized so that |p|p =
1
p
. Let q be variously
considered as an indeterminate a complex number q ∈ C, or a p-adic number q ∈ Cp.
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2If q ∈ Cp, we assume |q − 1|p < 1 for |x|p ≤ 1. Throughout this paper, we use the
following notation :
[x]q = [x : q] =
1− qx
1− q
= 1 + q + q2 + · · ·+ qx−1.
We say that f is uniformly differentiable function at a point a ∈ Zp– and denote this
property by f ∈ UD(Zp)– if the difference quotients
Ff (x, y) =
f(x)− f(y)
x− y
,
have a limit l = f ′(a) as (x, y) → (a, a), cf. [1, 2]. For f ∈ UD(Zp), let us start with
the expression
1
[pN ]q
∑
0≤j<pN
qif(j) =
∑
0≤j<pN
f(j)µq(j + p
NZp), cf. [1, 2],
representing q-analogue of Riemann sums for f .
The integral of f on Zp will be defined as limit (n → ∞) of these sums, when it
exists. An invariant p-adic q-integral of a function f ∈ UD(Zp) on Zp is defined by
Iq(f) =
∫
X
f(x)dµq(x) =
∫
Zp
f(x)dµq(x) = lim
N→∞
1
[pN ]q
∑
0≤j<pN
f(j)qj, see [2] .
Note that if fn → f in UD(Zp); then∫
Zp
fn(x)dµq(x)→
∫
Zp
f(x)dµq(x).
The purpose of this paper is to give the integral equations related to Iq(f) and to
investigate some properties for I−q(f). From these integral equations, we derive the
interesting formulae related to Bernoulli and Euler numbers.
§2. p-adic invariant integrals on Zp
For f ∈ UD(Zp), the p-adic q-integral was defined by
(1)
Iq(f) = lim
N→∞
1
[pN ]q
∑
0≤x<pN
qxf(x) = lim
N→∞
∑
0≤x<pN
f(x)µq(x+p
NZp) =
∫
Zp
f(x)dµq(x),
3representing p-adic q-analogue of Riemann integral for f (see [2]). Let f1(x) be trans-
lation with f1(x) = f(x+ 1). Then we have
(2) Iq(f1) =
1
q
Iq(f) +
(
q − 1
log q
f ′(0) + (q − 1)f(0)
)
.
From Eq.(1), we drive
qnIq(fn) = Iq(f)+
q − 1
log q
(
n−1∑
i=0
f ′(i)qi + log q
n−1∑
i=0
f(i)qi
)
, where n ∈ N, fn(x) = f(x+ n).
Therefore we obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 1. For f ∈ UD(Zp), n ∈ N, let fn(x) = f(x+ n). Then we have
qnIq(fn)− Iq(f) =
q − 1
log q
(
n−1∑
i=0
f ′(i)qi + log q
n−1∑
i=0
f(i)qi
)
Let f(x) = etx. From Theorem 1, we can derive the following
(3) Iq(e
tx) =
∫
Zp
etxdµq(x) =
(
log q + t
qet − 1
)
q − 1
log q
.
In [1,3], the q-Bernoulli numbers was defined by
(4)
log q + t
qet − 1
=
∞∑
n=0
Bn,q
tn
n!
.
Let χ be Dirichlet’s character with conductor d ∈ N and let f(x) = etxχ(x). By
Theorem 1, we see that
(5)
∫
Zp
χ(x)extdµq(x) =
∑d−1
a=0(χ(a)e
taqat+ log qχ(a)qaeta)
qdedt − 1
q − 1
log q
.
In [3], the generalized q-Bernoulli numbers attached to χ as follows:
(6)
∑d−1
a=0(χ(a)e
taqat+ χ(a)qa log qeta)
qdedt − 1
=
∞∑
n=0
Bn,q,χ
tn
n!
.
By (3), (4) and (5), we obtain the following:
4Theorem 2. For n ∈ N, we have∫
Zp
χ(x)xndµq(x) =
q − 1
log q
Bn,q,χ, and
∫
Zp
xndµq(x) =
q − 1
log q
Bn,q.
Let us consider p-adic q-integral in the sense of fermionic as follows:
(7) I−q(f) = lim
n→∞
1
[pN ]−q
pN−1∑
x=0
f(x)(−q)x =
∫
Zp
f(x)dµ−q(x).
Let f1(x) be translation with f1(x) = f(x+ 1). From (7), we derive
(8) qI−q(f1) = −I−q(f) + [2]qf(0).
By (7) and (8), we easily see that
qnI−q(fn) = (−1)
nI−q(f) + [2]q
n−1∑
l=0
(−1)n−1−lqlf(l), where n ∈ N, fn(x) = f(x+ n).
Therefore we obtain the following:
Theorem 3. For f ∈ UD(Zp), we have
qnI−q(fn) = (−1)
nI−q(f) + [2]q
n−1∑
l=0
(−1)n−1−lqlf(l),
where n ∈ N, fn(x) = f(x+ n).
In particular, if n is odd positive integer, then we have
qnI−q(fn) + I−q(f) = [2]q
n−1∑
l=0
(−1)lqlf(l).
Let χ be Dirichlet’s character with conductor d(= odd) ∈ N and let f(x) = etxχ(x).
By Theorem 3, we easily see that∫
Zp
etxχ(x)dµ−q(x) =
[2]q
∑d−1
l=0 (−1)
lqlχ(l)elt
qdedt + 1
=
∞∑
n=0
Hn,χ(−q
−1)
tn
n!
,
where Hn,χ(q) are called generalized Frobenius-Euler numbers attached to χ, cf.[4,5].
From (8), we can also derive
I−q(e
tx) =
∫
Zp
etxdµ−q(x) =
1 + q
qet + 1
=
∞∑
n=0
Hn(−q
−1)
tn
n!
,
where Hn(q) are called Frobenius-Euler numbers, cf.[5,6,7,8,9].
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